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Yarndale Make Along with Emma
Learn to Knit a Knitted Cotton Cloth
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It is Yarndale’s mission to inspire creativity and share the 
love of  yarn and the Yarndale team is passionate about 
encouraging people to start a new skill or have a go at 
something different.
 
Emma’s simple knitting pattern will help you to create a simple, 
yet incredibly versatile cotton cloth. This is the perfect first knitting 
pattern to get you started. 

Not only environmentally friendly, this cloth is practical, durable, 
easy to wash and can be used as a dishcloth or as a facecloth.

Emma’s pattern is suitable for beginners.

If  you need extra support, Emma has produced a video as part of  
our Yarndale Make Along With…..series of  videos which are 
available on our YouTube channel - search for Yarndale Official. 

www.yarndale.co.uk
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Make Along with Emma
Simple Garter stitch knitted cloth
Using 4mm needles and King Cole Cottonsoft.

First cast on 36 stitches. (CO 36)

Row one: Turn and knit each of  the 36 stitches. (K 36)

Row two: Turn and slip the first stitch then knit the remaining 35 stitches. ( sl st and 
K35)

Rows three to sixty: Same as row two.
 (sl st and K35)

Row sixty one: Cast off row. (CO 36)
To cast off knit first two stitches. Insert left hand needle into the first stitch on the right 
hand needle and  lift that first stitch over the second stitch (one stitch remaining on 
right hand needle and one has been cast off). Knit next stitch so that you have two 
on the right hand needle again and lift the first stitch over the second stitch as before. 
Repeat to the end of  the row.

At the end of  the row cut the yarn and pull through the last stitch. Sew/weave in your 
beginning and finishing ends.

Enjoy your cloth!



Celebrating the joy of  yarn in all its forms, Yarndale is a vibrant and 
inspirational festival which has taken place at the end of  September each year 
since 2013. 

This creative festival celebrates all things woolly and wonderful, showcasing 
and supporting a creative mix of  retailers, manufacturers, craft workers and 
artisans from across the country and Europe.

The festival is designed to encourage the sharing of  skills and inspire visitors to 
celebrate all things handmade and get creative with yarn. 

Yarndale also raises both awareness and substantial funds for many local and 
national charities each year by providing a creative challenge to the Yarndale 
community. 

For details of  our Worldwide Creative Project in support of  Martin House 
involving the cotton cloths featured in this pattern, please visit: 
www.yarndale.co.uk
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